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Interim Budget 2019-2020
How does the interim budget differ from a regular budget?
 In an interim Budget, the vote-on-account seeks parliament’s nod for incurring
expenditure for part of a fiscal year.
 However, the estimates are presented for the entire year, as is the case with the
regular Budget. However, the incoming government has full freedom to change the
estimates completely when the final Budget is presented.
 The budget for the year approved by Parliament gives the government
spending rights only till the end of the financial year ending March 31.
 If for any reason the government is not able to present a full budget before the
financial year ends, it will need parliamentary authority for incurring expenditure in
the new fiscal year until a full Budget is presented.
 Through the interim Budget, Parliament passes a vote-on-account that allows the
government to meet the expenses of the administration until the new Parliament
considers and passes the Budget for the whole year.
 Interim Budget 2019: an exercise aimed at pleasing farmers, informal workers,
salaried taxpayers:
 The interim Budget 2019-20 contained elements that are aimed at benefiting three
major segments of the population:
1) Farmers: announcements of an income support scheme
2) Informal sector workers: an insurance scheme
3) Salaried taxpayers: tax exemptions.
 Interim Budget 2019-20 must rank as one of the most politically expedient ones this
country has seen.
 The shadow of the general election falls squarely on the budget proposals, which
are aimed at seeking votes in the name of various schemes that rain cash on
beneficiaries.
 The issue of binding the next government, post the election, it is necessary
that sharing of growth benefits is done in ways that sustain growth, reduce
distortions, and improve capabilities to participate in growth.
Pradhan Mantri KisanSamman Nidhi :
 To provide an assured income support to the small and marginal farmers.
 Vulnerable landholding farmer families, having cultivable land upto 2 hectares, will
be provided direct income support at the rate of Rs. 6,000 per year.
 This income support will be transferred directly into the bank accounts of
beneficiary farmers, in three equal instalments of Rs. 2,000 each.
 Around 12 crore small and marginal farmer families are expected to benefit from
this, which is almost half of the total number of households.
 There is an income support scheme for farmers who are reeling under the impact of
falling realisations for their crops, and
 Informal sector workers: an insurance scheme: Pradhan Mantri Shram Yogi
Mandhan (PMSYM) scheme:
 There are around 42 crore unorganised sector workers, which contribute toward the
growth of national economy.
 Launch of Pradhan Mantri Shram Yogi Mandhan (PMSYM) scheme to
provide unorganised workers an assured monthly pension of Rs 3,000 after 60
years of age.
 The scheme will attract matching contribution of Rs 100 per month from
government as well as from workers.
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 The scheme will benefit 10 crore workers in unorganised sector, may become the
world’s biggest pension scheme for unorganised sector in five years”.
 The scheme will cover all those unorganised sector workers like autorikshaw driver,
whose income is up to Rs 15,000 per month.
Tax Exemptions for Salaried Tax Payers:
 The increase in standard deduction from Rs. 40,000 to Rs. 50,000 may be small but
it will cover three crore taxpayers, which is again almost half of the 6.8 crore
taxpayers.
 The income tax rebate on those with taxable annual income of up to Rs. 5 lakh a
year will benefit three crore middle class voters that includes traders, small
businesses, those who have just joined the formal workforce and pensioners.
 The standard deduction limit for salaried taxpayers would be raised to Rs.
50,000 from the Rs. 40,000 announced in last year Budget.
 This will provide additional tax benefit of Rs. 4,700 crore to more than three crore
salary earners and pensioners.
 However, the critics argued and pleaded for a completely new direct taxes
code which will completely redesign the architecture of income tax. So, the outlook
is a far more reformist outloo
Conclusion:
 While these sops will benefit sections of the population, the question is whether it is
correct for a government that will be in power for less than two months in the next
financial year to write into the statute books proposals that are permanent.
 Ministry announced that the fiscal deficit would be 3.4% of the GDP for both 201819 and 2019-20, compared with a target of 3.3% and 3.1% respectively.
 The Centre will miss the glide-path for reducing the fiscal deficit, yet again. The
estimated slippage of 0.10 percentage point is not significant if we assume that the
concessions will spur spending by the beneficiaries.
 This is, of course, assuming that the gross tax revenue projection (governement has
to spend on these schemes and measures) of ₹25.52 lakh crore, which is a 13.5%
growth over the revised estimates of 2018-19, is achieved.
 The actual deficit numbers will depend on the realised GST collections over the
next two months and the government’s ability to meet the disinvestment target over
a timeline of one month left for actions before the election code kicks in.
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Highlights

 The Indian government needs to borrow Rs. 7 lakh crore in the financial year 201920 to meet its expenditure. Borrowings and other liabilities is known as Fiscal
Deficit.
 Do you need a formula for Fiscal Deficit? Here it is:
 Fiscal Deficit = Total Expenditure – Total Receipts excluding borrowings.
 As per budget 2019, Fiscal Deficit is 3.4% of Indian GDP.
 Ideally, Fiscal Deficit should be kept below 3% of GDP. The current rate is above
the Financial Responsibility and Budget Management Act (FRBM) guidelines. I
shall discuss in detail about FRBM in another post.
 However, you should note that borrowing is not always a bad idea – if the borrowed
money is used for productive purposes. For examples, if borrowed money is used to
build capital assets like factories, roads, railways etc – that is productive. This
would result in better employment opportunities as well.
 However, how does the Indian Finance Minister plan to utilise the borrowings as
per Indian Budget 2019?
 Interest Payments are Rs. 6,65,061 crore!
 The Indian government had already taken many loans – mainly from the public. The
interest payments for the same is above Rs.6.6 lakh crore. You may note that this is
just for interest payments and not for principal repayments.
 So how much amount is left for productive investments?
 To find this, you need to deduct Interest Payments from Borrowings. It can also be
expressed as Fiscal Deficit – Interest Payments.
 How much will it be? Rs. 703999 crores – Rs. 665061 crore = Rs. 38938 crores.
 This figure is known as Primary Deficit.
 The Primary Deficit of India, as per the latest budget is Rs. 38938 crores.
 This comes only as 0.2 of GDP. What should you understand from this figure?
 The value of primary deficit denotes the borrowing which is not used for interest
payments. Out of the borrowed money, only 0.2% of GDP is, in reality, available
for productive purposes.
 Disinvestment target is Rs.90,000 crore
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 The government also try to meet its expenditure by selling the shares of public
limited companies. For 2019, the government hopes to get at least Rs.80,000 crore,
though the target mentioned in the budget document is Rs.90,000. In 2017, the
government had obtained about Rs.1,00,000 crore via disinvestment route.
 Amount dedicated to Capital Expenditure is only Rs.3,36,293 crore (12%)

 As we mentioned before, for a country to grow, it should invest in productive assets
(capital assets). With that perspective in mind, the main figure to look at is capital
expenditure. Only this figure would be used to build infrastructure – road, railways
etc – which would help in future growth.
 Out of the total expenditure of Rs.27.84 lakh crore rupees, only Rs.3.36 lakh crore
is allocated for capital expenditure (12%).
 If the grants in aid given to states for capital asset creation (Rs 2 lakh crore) are also
included, the total expenditure on the capital asset creation side comes only to 20%
of the entire union budget.
 Tax Revenue is Rs.17,05,046 crore (meets only 61% of expenditure)
 The Finance minister estimates a tax revenue of Rs.17 lakh crore for the financial
year 2019-20. This is much higher expectations than the current year revised
estimates of Rs.14.84 lakh crores.
 Apart from tax revenue of Rs.17 lakh crore, the government also expect to get
Rs.2.7 lakh crore as non-tax revenue.
 The total revenue receipts estimated are Rs. 19.77 lakh crore (meets only 71% of
total expenditure)
 Revenue receipts less than revenue expenditure by Rs. 4,70,214 crore
 Spending on the revenue side would not build any new assets. Revenue expenditure
is used for day-to-day expenses of running the government machinery like salary,
pension, interest payments etc.
 Ideally, a government system should be efficient enough to generate surplus income
from the resources on which it gives a salary, pension etc so that the additional
revenue can be used for capital expenditure. However, in the case of India, the
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government machinery is not generating enough income to even to meet their salary
or pension.
To understand the case better, consider a government project to collect a particular
tax. If the salaries, pension, and administrative expenses of the project is Rs.10
crore, and if the project is able to collect only Rs.6 crore as tax, running this project
results in a loss of Rs.4 crore rupees. In this case, it’s even better not to collect tax!
That is the reason why, the FRBM act, even in 2003, mandated to eliminate the
revenue deficit completely. However, the fundamental problem of revenue deficit
still exists in the Indian Budget.
The total revenue receipts estimated are Rs. 19.77 lakh crore while total revenue
expenditure is Rs.24.47 lakh crore.
Interim Budget 2019 – Other Highlights
 “This isn’t interim budget, this is the roadmap for development”, says Finance
Minister.
 10 point vision for 2030 to realize India’s social economic potential; 10 trillion
dollars economy in 13 years.
 Present Income Tax rates to continue; Full tax rebate up to an income of 5 lakh
rupees for individual taxpayers; Standard deduction raised to 50,000, a hike of
10,000 for salaried class.
 Direct tax system simplified; Returns to be processed in 24 hours with
immediate refunds.
 90 per cent GST payers can file quarterly returns; Small and Medium
Enterprises to get two per cent interest rebate on an incremental loan of one
crore rupees; A Group of Ministers to examine GST burden on home buyers.
 Customs to go for digitalization of export and import transactions.
 Allocations to Defence budget crosses three lakh crore rupees for the first time.
 Allocations to Health care, MGNREGA, SC/ST welfare programmes, Pradhan
Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana, Development of infrastructure in North-East hiked
substantially.
 Electricity connection to all willing families by next month.
 One lakh more villages to get digital connectivity.
 A National Centre on Artificial Intelligence Centre.
 Rs.6,000 yearly direct support to farmers through PM-KISAN Programme.
 Rs. 3,000 pension for unorganised sector workers earning up to 15,000 rupees
through a mega Pension Scheme – Pradhan Mantri Shram- Yogi Maandhan.
 Government e-Marketplace – GeM to be extended to all Central Public Sector
Enterprises.
 Over three lakh 38 thousand shell companies deregistered after demonetization.
 A container cargo movement to the North-East through Brahmaputra river;
Allocation for infrastructure development in the region hiked by 21 per cent.
 Indigenous development of semi-high speed Vande Bharat Express train.
 A separate Department of Fisheries.
 An All India Institute of Medical Sciences – AIIMS for Haryana.
 Single window clearance for shooting films to be made available to Indian
filmmakers.
 Cinematograph Act to be tightened to check piracy.
 A programme for genetic upgradationof cow – Rashtriya Kamdhenu Aayog
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Schemes by Govt.
Operation Green
 It was launched on the lines of Operation Flood.
 The idea behind Operation Greens is to double the income of farmers by end of
2022.
 It aims to promote farmer producers organizations, agri-logistics, processing
facilities and professional
 management.
 It is essentially a price fixation scheme that aims to ensure farmers are given the
right price for their
 produce.
 The main objective of the project is to reduce price volatility in agriculture
commodities such as
 vegetables.
 Initially, Government has decided to start focusing on three basic vegetables namely
tomatoes, onions and
 potatoes.
Green Revolution - Krishonnati Yojana
 It is an umbrella scheme comprises of 11 Schemes/Missions which looks to develop
the agriculture and allied
 sector in a holistic manner to increase the income of farmers.
 The 11 schemes/missions are,
1) Mission for Integrated Development of Horticulture aims to promote holistic
growth of horticulture sector.
2) National Food Security Mission including National Mission on Oil Seeds and
Oil Palm (NMOOP), aims toincrease production of rice, wheat, pulses, coarse
cereals and commercial crops, through area expansionand productivity
enhancement.
3) National Mission for Sustainable Agriculture aims at promoting sustainable
agriculture practices best suitable to the specific agro-ecology.
4) Submission on Agriculture Extension aims to strengthen the ongoing extension
mechanism of State Governments, local bodies etc., achieving food and
nutritional security.
5) Sub-Mission on Seeds and Planting Material aims to increase production of
certified / quality seed, to increase SRR, to upgrade the quality of farm saved
seeds.
6) Sub-Mission on Agricultural Mechanization aims to increase the reach of farm
mechanization to small andmarginal farmers and to the regions where
availability of farm power is low.
7) Sub Mission on Plant Protection and Plan Quarantine aims to minimize loss to
quality and yield of agricultural crops from the ravages of insect pests, diseases,
weeds, nematodes, rodents, etc.
8) Integrated Scheme on Agriculture Census, Economics and Statistics aims to
undertake the agriculture census, study of the cost of cultivation of principal
crops etc.,
9) Integrated Scheme on Agricultural Cooperation aims to provide financial
assistance for improving the economic conditions of cooperatives, remove
regional imbalances.
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10) Integrated Scheme on Agriculture Marketing aims to develop agricultural
marketing infrastructure and toestablish a nationwide marketing information
network.
11) National e-Governance Plan (NeGP-A) aims to improve access of farmers to
information &servicesthroughout crop-cycle and integrate the existing ICT
initiatives of Centre and States.
 All these schemes/missions were appraised and approved independently as
separate scheme/mission.
 In 2017-18, it has been decided to club all these schemes / missions under one
umbrella scheme
Pradhan Mantri FasalBima Yojana
 It is to provide comprehensive insurance coverage against crop loss.
 It is compulsory for farmers availing crop loans for notified crops in notified areas
and voluntary for non loanee farmers.
 Premium rate - There is no capping in premium and one premium rate on pan-India
basis. It is 1.5%, 2%
 and 5% for all Rabi, Kharif and annual horticultural/commercial crops, respectively.
 There is no upper limit on the government subsidy i.e the difference between
premium and insurance charges
 paid by the farmer.
 Losses covered - Non-Preventable risk such as Natural Fire, Storm, Hailstorm,
Cyclone and Inundation has
 also been included as a localized calamity. Post Harvest losses also covered.
 A cluster approach will be adopted under which a group of districts with variable
risk profile will be allotted to
 an insurance company
 Use of Remote Sensing Technology, Smart phones &amp; Drones for quick
estimation of crop losses to ensure earlysettlement of claims.
Electronic National Agriculture Market
 e-NAM is a pan-India electronic trading portal which networks the existing APMC
mandis (physical
 market) to create a unified national market for agricultural commodities.
 It is a virtual market but it is connected to a mandis at the back end and promotes
genuine price discovery.
 Funding - Funded by Agri-Tech Infrastructure Fund (ATIF) which is set up through
the Small Farmers
 Agribusiness Consortium (SFAC).
 License - Liberal licensing of traders and commission agents by state authorities
and one license for a trader is
 valid across all markets in the state.
 Market Fee - Single point levy on the first wholesale purchase from the farmer.
 Implementation - A Central Sector Scheme. Willing states enact suitable provisions
in their APMC act for
 integration with the e-platform.
 Soil Testing Laboratories available in the mandis itself.
 SFAC will be the lead agency for the development of the National e-Market by the
Ministry of Agriculture, andthey will select a service provider through open
bidding.
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Small Farmers Agriculture-Business Consortium
 SFAC was established as a society in 1994 to facilitate agri-business ventures by
catalyzing private investment.
 The scheme aims to support new ventures in agro-based industries and to promote
the farmer producer
 organisations (FPOs) and their integration in agriculture value chain.
 SFAC gives Venture Capital Assistance and Project Development Facility to
supports the new ventures in agro
 based industries.
 Beneficiaries - Individuals, farmers, producer groups, partnership, propriety firms,
Self Help Groups and
 companies etc.
 SFAC is one of the Central Procurement Agencies for pulses and oilseeds under
Price Stabilisation Fund of
 Department of Consumer Affairs.
 National Initiative on Climate Resilient Agriculture
 NICRA is a mega project that has three major objectives of Strategic research,
Technology demonstrations and
 Capacity building.
 It was launched by Indian Council of Agriculture Research (ICAR) and aims to
make farmers self-reliant by
 use of climate resilient agricultural technologies and management of natural and
manmade resources for
 sustaining agriculture in the era of climate change.
 It has four components
 Strategic research on adaptation and mitigation,Technology demonstration to cope
with current climate variability in 100 vulnerable districts,Capacity
BuildingSponsored competitive research to fill critical gaps.
Mera Gaon - Mera Gaurav
 The scheme envisages scientists to select villages and provide information to the
farmers on technical and
 other related aspects.
 It includes scientist functioning at the various centers and institutes of the Indian
Council of Agriculture
 Research (ICAR) and working with state agricultural universities.
 They may function with the help of KVKs and Agriculture Technology
Management Agency (ATMA).
RKVY-RAFTAAR
 65538 Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana (RKVY) is an ongoing centrally sponsored
scheme started from XI Five
 Year Plan period.
 65539 RKVY has been approved to continue as RKVY- Remunerative Approaches
for Agriculture and Allied
 sector Rejuvenation (RKVY-RAFTAAR) for three years i.e. 2017-18 to 2019-20.
 65540 The scheme will incentivize States in enhancing more allocation to
Agriculture to achieve 4% growth
 rate.
e-RaKAM
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 e-RashtriyaKisan Agri Mandi (E-RaKAM) is a digital platform portal enables
farmers to sell their agricultural
 products through auction across the country.
 The farmers would get the payment for their products directly into their bank
accounts without any
 intermediaries.
 CWRC, a subsidiary of the Central Warehousing Corporation Ltd, will provide
logistics support for sellers and
 buyers in case they need it.
Project CHAMAN
 It is a pioneer project to provide strategic development to the horticulture sector, so
as to increase
 farmers‘ income.
 This project is being implemented by National Crop Forecast Centre (MNCFC)
using remote sensing
 technology
National Mission for Sustainable Agriculture
 NMSA seeks to transform Indian agriculture into a climate resilient production
system through suitable
 adaptation and mitigation measures in domains of both crops and animal husbandry.
 Features  Promotes location specific integrated/Composite Farming Systems;
 Conserve natural resources through appropriate soil and moisture conservation
measures;
 Adopt comprehensive soil health management practices;
 Optimize utilization of water resources through efficient water management to
expand coverage for
 achieving ‗more crop per drop;
 Develop capacity of farmers &amp; stakeholders.
 There are three major components of the mission such as
 Rainfed Area Development (RAD)
 Soil Health Management (SHM)
 Climate Change and Sustainable Agriculture: Monitoring, Modeling and
Networking (CCSAMMN).
 Various dimensions of the mission have been embedded in to schemes of Ministry
of Agriculture through a
 process of restructuring of various schemes/missions implemented and convergence
with other related
 programmes of Central/State Governments.
DAIRY SECTOR
Rashtriya Gokul Mission
 The mission is launched for conservation and development of indigenous breeds in
a focused and scientific
 manner.
 It is a project under National Programme for Bovine Breeding and Dairy
Development.
 The objectives of this mission include Conservation of indigenous breeds and their
development to improve
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 their genetic makeup, enhancing the milk productivitiy and distribution of disease
free high genetic merit
 bulls for natural service.
 Rashtriya Gokul Mission is being implemented through State Implementing
Agencies (SIA) viz Livestock
 Development Boards.
PashudhanSanjivani
 An animal wellness programmeencompassing provision of Animal Health Cards &Nakul Swasthya Patra; It also issues UID identification of animals inmilk and
establishes a National Database for controlling the spread of animal disease and
keep tracking oftrade in livestock and its products.
E-PashudhanHaat Portal
 It is launched under the National Mission on Bovine Productivity for connecting
breeders and farmers of
 indigenous breeds.
 This portal helps farmers to be aware about breed wise information on indigenous
breeds. Farmers/breeders
 can sale animals of indigenous breeds through this portal.
Sahakar-22 NCDC
 It is a mission launched by National Cooperative
The NCDC has the unique
distinction of
 Development Corporation (NCDC).
 The objective of the mission is to double the farmers‘ Income through providing
employment opportunities generated through cooperatives.
UdeDesh Ka AamNagrik
 UDAN/Regional Connectivity Scheme‘s objective is to facilitate affordable
regional air connectivity.
 Airports Authority of India (AAI) is the implementing agency.
 It offers concessions to the airlines to encourage them to fly on regional routes.
 Concession include operating subsidies like levies or charges imposed by the airport
operators, excise duty at
 2% and VAT at 1% on aviation turbine fuel, parking charges at airports and
exempting these operations from
 the GST net.
 The maximum airfare has been capped at Rs 2500 for a one-hour journey of
approximately 500 kilometre on
 an aircraft or for a 30-minute journey on a helicopter.
 The selected airlines will have to commit 50% of the seats on RCS flights (3-7
operational flights/week) and allseats up to 13 passenger seats on helicopters as
RCS seats.
 A Regional Connectivity Fund (RCF) will be created to subsidise operations under
the RCS.
 The central government will fund 80% of the losses incurred and the rest will be
covered by the states.
 This is provided through the Viability Gap Funding (VGF) to the selected airline
operators from RCF, and
 state governments will be required to reimburse the applicable share.
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 VGF will be provided for three years from the date of commencement of operations
of such RCS flights.
 In general, central and state contributions for VGF are 80:20 and for the northeastern states & union
 territories it is 90:10.
 Benefits under the Scheme will be available for a period of 10 years from the date
of its notification.
 RCS will be made operational only in states and at airports which are willing to
provide concessions required
 under the Scheme.
 Earlier, there was a requirement of 150 km minimum distance between two airports
to be qualified for
 operations under the scheme. But later it was abolished.
 Maharashtra is the first state to sign agreement with centre for RCS.
NiryatBandhu Scheme
 5888 The objective of the NiryatBandhu Scheme is to reach out to the new and
potential exporters and
 mentor them to get into international trade and boost exports from India.
 Schemes under Foreign Trade policy of India
 Merchandise Exports from India Scheme (MEIS)
 MEIS aims to accelerate the export of manufactured products from India.
Vishesh Krishi and Gram Udyog Yojana (VKGUY)
 Under this scheme, Duty Credit Scrip benefits are granted with an aim to
compensate high transport
 costs and to offset other disadvantages to promote exports of agricultural produce,
minor forest produce etc.
 The duty credit scrip is a pass that allows the holder to import commodities by not
paying a specified
 amount in import duties and the scrip can also be traded in the market.
 Exporters are given this duty exemption scrips pegged at a certain percentage of the
total value of
 their exports.
Focus Market Scheme
 It aims to increase the competitiveness of exports to global markets by reducing
freight cost and other duties.
 The exporters will get duty credit scrip as an economic incentive.
 It is available only for the export of goods and not for services and only for
specified markets.
Focus Product Scheme
 Focus Product Scheme incentivizes export of such products which have high export
intensity / employment potential, in order to offset infrastructure inefficiencies and
other associated costs involved in marketing of these products.
Served from India Scheme
 Served from India Scheme helps to accelerate growth in export of services.
 All Indian Service Providers who have free foreign exchange earning of at least Rs.
10 Lakhs and individual Indian Service providers with minimum foreign exchange
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earnings of Rs. 5 lakh in preceding financial year / current financial year shall
qualify for Duty Credit Scrip.
 The Duty Credit Scrip will be equivalent to 10% of foreign exchange earned during
current financial year.
Bharat Net
 It is an ambitious programme of department of telecommunication to provide
network infrastructure with affordable broadband connectivity on a nondiscriminatory basis to all households in the country.
 It aimed to realize the vision of Digital India, in partnership with States and the
Private Sector.
 The programme, previously called as the National Optical Fibre Network, was
approved in October 2011.
 It is implemented in three phases :
1) First phase - providing broadband connectivity to one lakh gram panchayats by
2017
2) Second Phase – providing broadband connectivity to 2 lakh gram panchayats by
2019
3) Third Phase – providing state-of-art network using fibers between districts and
block with reduced redundancy by 2023.
 Implementation will be done by the states, state agencies, private sector companies
and central PSUs.
 All the Service Providers like Telecom Service Providers (TSPs), ISPs, Cable TV
operators etc. will be given
 non-discriminatory access to the National Optic Fibre Network and can launch
various services in rural areas.
 It is funded from Universal Service Obligation Fund, which will be its nodal
agency.
 Bharat Broadband Network, a SPV created under companies Act, mandated to
create NOFN in India.
Project Mausam
 ‘Project Mausam’ is to showcase a Transnational Mixed Route (including Natural
and Cultural Heritage) on the World Heritage List.
 It aims to understand how the knowledge and manipulation of the monsoon winds
has shaped interactions across the Indian Ocean and led to the spread of shared
knowledge systems, traditions, technologies and ideas along maritime routes.
 Archaeological Society of India (ASI) is the nodal agency and Indira Gandhi
National Centre for the Arts
 (IGNCA) is its Research Unit and National Museum &amp; IGNCA are its
Associate bodies.
 The project collates archaeological and historical research and document the
diversity of cultural, commercial and religious interactions among the 39 Indian
Ocean countries.
 Goals - Reviving lost linkages with nations, Creating links to existing World
Heritage sites, Redefining
 Cultural Landscapes‘, Achieving transnational nomination under World Heritage.
Make II Scheme
 Make II Scheme corresponds to Make in India initiative in Defence production.
 The provision of &#39;Make&#39; category in Defence procurement Procedure is
a pillar for realising the vision behind
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Make in India.
 Make Scheme fosters indigenous capabilities through design &amp; development
of required defence equipment/product/upgrades by both public and private sector
industry in a faster time frame.
 Make I scheme is Government-funded and the projects under ‗Make-I‘ subcategory will involve Government funding of 90%.
 Make II scheme is Industry-funded and the projects involve development of
products/equipment for which no government funding will be provided for
development purposes.
 One Rank One Pension Scheme
 The scheme promises equal pension to military personnel retiring in the same rank
with the same length of service, regardless of the date of retirement.
 OROP would be fixed based on the calendar year 2013 as the average of minimum
and maximum pension in
 2013 and those drawing pensions above the average will be protected.
 Only those who retired before the plan kicked in would be entitled to OROP.
 Personnel who voluntarily retire will not be covered under the OROP scheme.
 In future, the pension would be re-fixed every 5 years.
 The estimated cost to exchequer is expected to be Rs 8,000 to 10,000 crore and will
increase in future.
 The government has proposed a review every five years.
GOBAR-Dhan Yojana
 Galvanizing Organic Bio-Agro Resources Dhan (GOBAR-DHAN) scheme was first
announced in Budget 2018.
 The scheme would focus on managing and converting cattle dung and solid waste in
farms to compost, biogas and bio-CNG.
 It wiill help in keeping the village clean while increasing the income of farmers and
cattle herders.
 Under it, villagers will be mobilized to create self-help groups (SHGs) and creative
societies that will help in clean energy and green jobs initiative.
 Under this scheme, one village in every district of the country would be selected for
its implementation.
 Nearly 700 districts would be covered during the current fiscal.
Swachhathon 1.0
 Swachhathon 1.0, the first ever Swachh Bharat Hackathon, was organized to crowd
source solutions to some of the Sanitation and Hygiene challenges faced in various
parts of the country.
 It invited innovators from schools and colleges, institutions, start-ups and others to
come up with solutions for problems like monitoring usage of toilets, triggering
behaviour change, Solution for early decomposition of faecal matter, toilet
technologies in difficult terrains etc.
Swachh Iconic Place
 Meenakshi Sundareswarar Temple in Madurai has been adjudged the best ‗Swachh
Iconic Place‘ (clean place) in India.
 It is a special clean-up initiative focused on select iconic heritage, spiritual and
cultural places in the country.
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 The initiative is being coordinated by the Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation
(nodal ministry) in association with the Ministry of Urban Development, Ministry
of Culture, Ministry of Tourism and the concerned State governments.
Swachh Bharat Kosh
 It is been set up to attract Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) funds from
Corporate Sector and contributions from individuals and philanthropists to achieve
the objective of Clean India by the year 2019. StreeSwabhiman
 StreeSwabhiman is an initiative for promoting women‘s menstrual health and
hygiene.
 Under this initiative, Common Service Centres (CSC) will provide access to
affordable, reliable and modern (eco-friendly) sanitary napkins to adolescent girls
and women in rural areas.
 The initiative is driven by awareness and personalized outreach by women
entrepreneurs who produce and market sanitary napkins by village level
entrepreneus (VLE) and self help groups.
 VLE will distribute the pads to girls in the primary and secondary schools in their
village, encompassing girls from 7th to 12th grade.
 Under this initiative, semi-automatic and manual sanitary napkin manufacturing
units will be set up at CSC for producing sanitary napkins.
 The manufacturing unit will be operated by women entrepreneurs and generate
employment for women.
 Thus the scheme is conceptualized to create avenues for the rural and semi-urban
women to become self - reliant and also progress towards a healthy eco-friendly
lifestyle.
UMANG App
 Unified Mobile Application for New-age Governance (UMANG) mobile app allow
citizens to access government services on a single platform.
 The services live on the app include Aadhaar, DigiLocker, Bharat Bill Payment
System (BBPS) among others.
 It is expected to provide access to over 1,200 services of various government
organisations in states and at the Centre as well as utility payments.
 Using the app, citizens will be able to access Employees Provident Fund
Organisation (EPFO) services, apply for a new PAN, and can register under the
Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana.
 The app is developed and operated by National e-Governance Division of MeitY.
 India BPO Promotion Scheme
 IBPS aims at setting up business process outsourcing (BPO) units in rural areas to
secure balanced regional growth of the industry.
 It is under the Digital India Programme to create employment opportunities for the
youth living in rural areas so that they do not need to migrate to urban clusters.
 It provides capital support along with special incentives up to Rs 1 lakh in the form
of viability gap funding (VGF) to companies to create BPO units.
 Disbursement of financial support under the schemes is directly linked with
employment generation.
 It provides special incentives for employment to women and Divyang, setting up
operations in towns other than capital towns, generating employment beyond target
and promoting local entrepreneurship.
 There are also special provisions for the Himalayan states of Jammu &amp;
Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand
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 Metro cities such as Bengaluru, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai, National
Capital Region (NCR), and Pune, along with their urban agglomeration were
excluded.
PARIVESH
 Pro-Active and Responsive facilitation by Interactive, Virtuous and Environmental
Single-window Hub was recently launched by the Prime Minister of India.
 It is a Single-Window Integrated Environmental Management System, launched on
the occasion of World Biofuel Day.
 It has been rolled out for online submission, monitoring and management of
proposals seeking various types of environment clearances from Central, State and
district-level authorities.
 It enables project proponents, citizens to view, track and interact with scrutiny
officers, generates online mail alerts to state functionaries in case of delays beyond
stipulated time for processing of applications.
 Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana
 It is a flagship financial inclusion scheme launched in 2014 for 4 years and was
later approved to continue beyond.
 The scheme facilitates the opening of bank accounts with zero balance for every
household to ensure access to financial services in an affordable manner.
 There are some special benefits like free accident insurance cover, over draft
facility for the Jan Dhan account holders.
 The first phase of the scheme focused on opening basic bank accounts and RuPay
debit card with inbuilt accident insurance cover of Rs 1 lakh.
 The 2nd phase (2015-2018) planned to provide micro-insurance to the people and
pension schemes to unorganised sector workers through Business Correspondents.
 Union Finance Ministry has recently announced more incentives.
 It has decided to provide the facility of opening zero balance account from every
household to every adult.
 The accident insurance cover and overdraft facility have also been increased.
 The free accident insurance cover for those opening Jan Dhan accounts has been
doubled to Rs 2 lakh.
 There will be no conditions attached for over-draft of up to Rs 2,000.
 Also, the upper age limit for availing the facility has been hiked to 65 from the
earlier 60 years.
AamAdmiBima Yojana
 AABY is a Government of India Social Security Scheme administered through LIC.
 It provides Death and Disability cover to persons between the age group of 18 yrs to
59 yrs.
 It is a group insurance scheme providing insurance cover for a sum of Rs 30,000/on natural death, Rs. 75,000/- on death or total permanent disability due to accident,
Rs. 37,500/- for partial permanent disability due to accident.
 The total annual premium under the scheme is Rs. 200/- per beneficiary, of which
50% is contributed from the Social Security Fund created by the Central
Government and maintained by LIC. The balance is contributed by the State
Government / Nodal Agency / Individuals.
Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana
 PMSBY is aimed at providing accidental insurance cover at a very affordable
premium of Rs.12/year.
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 The coverage available will be Rs.2 lakh for accidental death or permanent total
disability and Rs.1 lakh for permanent partial disability.
 The Scheme will be available to people in the age group 18 to 70 years with a
savings bank account who give their consent to join and enable auto-debit on an
annual renewal basis.
 It is offered by Public Sector General Insurance Companies or any other General
Insurance Company who are willing to offer the product on similar terms.
 Individuals can exit and re-join the scheme subjecting to conditions.
 Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana
 PMJJBY offers coverage for death due to any reason and is available to people in
the age group of 18 to 50 years (life cover upto age 55) having a savings bank
account who gives their consent to join and enable auto-debit.
 A life cover of Rs. 2 lakhs is available for a one year period at a premium of
Rs.330/- per annum per memberand is renewable every year.
 It is administered through LIC and other Indian private Life Insurance companies.
 A person can join PMJJBY with one Insurance company with one bank account
only.
 Eligible persons can join the scheme without giving self-certification of good
health.
 A death certificate and simple claim form is required to submit and the claim
amount will be transferred to thenominee‘s account.
Atal Pension Yojana
 The coverage under the then existing Swavalamban Scheme was inadequate due to
non-clarity of benefits at the age of 60 years.
 To address this concern, the Government announced a new initiative called Atal
Pension Yojana (APY) in the
 Budget for 2015-16. With this introduction, the enrolment under Swavalamban has
been closed and the eligible subscribers were automatically migrated to the APY
unless they opt out.
 Under the APY, the subscribers would receive the fixed pension ranging from Rs.
1000 - Rs. 5000 per month, at the age of 60 years, depending on their contributions.
 It focuses on all citizens in the unorganised sector, who join the National Pension
System (NPS) administered by the Pension Fund Regulatory and Development
Authority (PFRDA).
 It is open to all bank account holders who are not members of any statutory social
security scheme.
 It mainly targets on unorganised sector workers.
 The age of joining APY is 18 years to 40 years. Therefore, minimumperiod of
contribution by the subscriber under APY would be 20 yearsor more.
 The Central Government would also co-contribute 50% of thesubscriber‘s
contribution or Rs. 1000 per annum, whichever is lowerfor a period of 5 years upto
2020.
 The same pension would be paid to the spouse of the subscriber and onthe demise
of both the subscriber and spouse, the accumulated pensionwealth is returned to the
nominee.
 The scheme follows the same investment pattern as applicable to theNPS
contribution of Central Govt employees.
 APY can be opened through banks, Postal department and also through eNPS
platform.
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National Pension Scheme
 It is a pension cum investment scheme launched to provide old age security to
citizens.
 Any individual citizen of India (both resident and Non-resident) in the age group of
18-65 years can join NPS.
 The scheme is regulated by Pension Fund Regulatory and Development Authority
(PFRDA).
 The different sectors covered under the scheme are classified in to 2 categories.
 The employee of the various sectors contributes towards pension from monthly
salary along with matching contribution from the employer (central
government/state govt/corporate).
 After retirement or exit from the scheme, the corpus is made available with the
mandate that some portion of the corpus must be invested into annuity to provide a
monthly pension post retirement or exit from the scheme.
Pradhan Mantri Vaya Vandana Yojana
 It is a pension scheme announced exclusively for the senior citizens aged 60 years
or above.
 The investment limit is Rs.15 lakh/senior citizen and provides an assured return of
8% p.a. for 10 years.
 It is exempted from Service Tax/ GST and LIC is the implementing agency.
 The ceiling of maximum pension is for a family as a whole; the family will
comprise of pensioner, his/her spouse and dependants.
 Premature withdrawal from the scheme is possible in case the money is required for
the treatment of terminal or critical illness of the person or spouse.
 The shortfall owing to the difference between the interest guaranteed and the actual
interest earned shall be subsidized by the Government of India and reimbursed to
the Corporation.
MINISTRY OF FOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRIES
Mega Food Parks
 The Scheme aims at providing a mechanism to link agricultural production to the
market by bringing together farmers, processors and retailers
 The food parks aims to ensure maximizing value addition, minimizing wastage,
increasing farmers‘ income and creating employment opportunities particularly in
rural sector.
 It is based on “Cluster” approach and envisages a well-defined processing zone
containing state-of-the art processing facilities with support infrastructure and wellestablished supply chain.
 Pattern of Assistance  In General areas - One time capital grant of 50% of the project cost subject to a
maximum of Rs.50 crore.
 In Hilly &amp; Difficult terrain - Capital grant of 75% of the project cost subject to
a maximum of Rs. 50 crore
Pradhan Mantri KisanSampada Yojana
 It is a Central Sector Scheme that aims to supplement agriculture, modernize
processing and decrease
 Agriculture waste.
 It was previously known as Scheme for Agro-Marine Processing and Development
of Agro-Processing Clusters(SAMPADA).
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MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND FAMILY WELFARE
Ayushman Bharat Programme
 ABY or National Health Protection Mission is a national initiative launched in order
to achieve the vision of
 Universal Health Coverage It comprises of two inter-related components
(1) Establishment of Health and Wellness Centre
(2) Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (PMJAY)
 Health and Wellness Centre - National Health Policy, 2017 envisioned Health and
Wellness Centres as the
 foundation of India‘s health system.
 Under this, 1.5 lakh centres will bring health care system closer to the homes of
people.
 The centres will provide comprehensive health care, including for noncommunicable diseases and maternal
 and child health services. 2
 These will also provide free essential drugs and diagnostic services.
 Contributions through CSR and philanthropic
 First health and wellness centre&#39; has been inaugurated in. It is a centrally
sponsored health insurance
 Bijapur district in Chhattisgarh.
National Health Mission




















The broad objectives of National Health Mission includes the following
Reduce MMR to 1/1000 live births
Reduce IMR to 25/1000 live births
Reduce TFR to 2.1 Prevention and reduction of anaemia in women aged 15–49
years
Prevent and reduce mortality &amp; morbidity from communicable, noncommunicable; injuries and emerging diseases
Reduce household out-of-pocket expenditure on total health care expenditure
Reduce annual incidence and mortality from Tuberculosis by half
Reduce prevalence of Leprosy to &lt;1/10000 population and incidence to zero in
all districts
Annual Malaria Incidence to be &lt;1/1000
Less than 1 per cent microfilaria prevalence in all districts
Kala-azar Elimination by 2015, &lt;1 case per 10000 population in all blocks
ASHA, ANM and AWW
Accrediated Social Health Activist (ASHA) is a trained female community health
activist who acts as a
interface between the community and the public health system.
ASHA must be women resident of the village who is literate with formal education
upto class eight and preferably in the age group of 25-45 years.
Auxiliary Nurse Midwife is a resource person for ASHA and provides on-job
training and guidance and
ensures that ASHA gets the compensation for performance.
Anganwadi Worker guides ASHA in performing activities such as organising
Health Day at Anganwadi Centre
and AWW is a depot holder for drug kits and will be issuing it to ASHA.

Universal Immunization Programme
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 The UIP basket has vaccines for ten diseases i.eBCG for TB, OPV for
poliomyelitis,monovalent measles vaccine for measles,Rota Virus vaccine for
Diarrhoea,JEV for Japanese Encephalitis &Pentavalent Vaccine for DPT
(diphtheria, pertussis i.e whooping cough &amp; tetanus) andVaccine for Hepatitis
B &amp; Pneumonia due to Hib.
 Measles-rubella vaccine (MR) is also added now to the UIP
 India has set a target of eliminating measles and controlling congenital rubella
syndrome (CRS), caused by the rubella virus, by 2020.
Mission Indradhanush
 The mission aims to cover all those children by 2020 who are either unvaccinated,
or are partially vaccinated against 7 vaccine preventable diseases.
 It includes diphtheria, whooping cough, tetanus, polio, tuberculosis, measles and
hepatitis B.
 It aims to fully immunize children under the age of two years and pregnant women
with all available vaccines.
 The Mission is being implemented in 201 high focus districts in the country in the
first phase which has nearly 50% of all unvaccinated or partially vaccinated
children.
 The campaign is part of the Universal Immunisation Programme by 2020.
Traditional Knowledge Digital Library
 It is a collaborative Project of CSIR and Ministry of AYUSH.
 It is an Indian initiative to prevent exploitation and to protect Indian traditional
knowledge from wrongful patents mainly at International Patent Offices.
 It contains Indian traditional medicine knowledge in a digitized format and is
available in five international
 languages (English, French, German, Spanish and Japanese).
 Funds under the scheme are provided only to CSIR and no funds have been
allocated to any state.
 Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) is an autonomous body under
Ministry of S&T.
Bharat ke Veer
 It is an online portal in which anyone can make fiscal contributions to the families
of martyrs of the CAPF.
 CAPF includes Assam rifles (AR), Border security force (BSF), National security
guards(NSG), Central
 industrial security force (CISF), Central reserve police force (CRPF) , Indo-Tibetan
border police force (ITBT),
 National disaster response force (NDRF), Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB).
 Through this portal one can donate directly to individual Martyrs account ( max of
Rs.15 lakhs) or may donate to the Bharat Ke Veer corpus fund.
PAISA
 Portal for Affordable Credit and Interest Subvention Access is a centralized
electronic web platform for
 processing interest subvention on bank loans to beneficiaries under DAY-NULM.
 Allahabad Bank is the nodal bank for this portal.
 It enables the government to connect directly with the beneficiaries and ensuring
greater transparency and efficiency in delivery of services.
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RISE
 Revitalising Infrastructure and Systems in Education (RISE) was launched to
revitalize the infrastructure of
 higher educational institutions with a total investment of one lakh crore in the
upcoming 4 years.
 It will provide low cost funds to all government higher educational institutions to
promote higher education.
 It will cover all centrally-funded institutes (CFIs) including central universities,
IITs, IIMs, NITs and IISERs.
 It will be financed via a restructured ―Higher Education Financing Agency
(HEFA) that has been constituted as a non-bank finance company.
 Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) will get largest part of loans on offer under
RISE Scheme.
HEFA
 It was set up by central govt. as Section 8 company (company having charitable
objectives) in 2017.
 HEFA will mobilize funds in market and will provide 10 year loans to all centrallyrun institutes.
 For the mobilization of corpus of Rs. 1 lakh crore, central govt. will provide Rs.
8,500 crore.
 Canara Bank will bear the remaining amount as a partner for setting up of HEFA.
 Target – All the projects sanctioned by HEFA are to get completed before 2022.
 It will directly release the sanctioned amount to vendors or contractors only after
the certification of executing agency and educational institution.
 CFIs will have to repay the borrowed amount (loans) in a time frame of over 10
years.
RashtriyaUchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan
 RUSA is a Centrally Sponsored Scheme to increase enrolment in higher education
by 30% by 2020.
 It also seeks to increase the spending on higher education by the State Governments
by providing strategic funding to eligible State higher educational institutions.
 The funding would flow from the central ministry through the State/UT to the State
Higher Education
 Councils before reaching the identified institutions.
 During its 1st phase, central assistance to States has been provided for creation of
one Model Degree College each in 60 Educationally Backward Districts.
 Educationally Backward Districts are those districts where Gross Enrolment Ratio
(GER) in higher education was less than the national average of 12.4% based on
2001 census data.
 During its 2nd phase, RUSA focuses on opening new Model Degree Colleges in
Aspirational Districts‘, in unserved &amp; underserved districts in North Eastern
and Himalayan States.
Swayam Prabha
 The Swayam Prabha is a group of 32 DTH channels devoted to telecasting of highquality educational programmes on 24X7 basis using the GSAT-15 satellite.
 The channels cover higher education, school education and assist the students (class
11th &amp; 12th) prepare forcompetitive exams.
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan
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 SSA - It is aimed at the universalisation of elementary education as mandated by
the 86th Amendment to the
 Constitution of India which made free and compulsory education to children
between the ages of 6 to 14 as a fundamental right.
 Initiatives and Sub-Programmes under Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA)
 Shagun Portal - It has two components i.e Repository of best practices to learn
from success stories &amp;
 Online Monitoring of the SSA implemented by States and UTs
 Padhe Bharat Badhe Bharat - To improve the reading and writing skills of
children in classes I and II, along with their mathematics skills.
 RashtriyaAvishkar Abhiyan (RAA) - It aims to motivate and engage children of
the age group of 6-18 years, in Science, Mathematics and Technology by
Institutions of Higher Education like IITs, NITs etc.
 Vidyanjali - To enhance community and private sector involvement in
Government run elementary schools Shodhganga.
 It is the repository developed to contain an electronic copy of all M.Phil/Ph.D
thesis to make it accessible to all institutions.
 The task of setting-up of this repository is assigned to Information and Library
Network (INFLIBNET), an inter-university centre of the University Grants
Commission (UGC).
 It also provides access to Indian theses and dissertations in open access to worldwide academic community and making visibility of Indian research to other
countries.
MINISTRY OF MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (MSME)
ASPIRE
 A Scheme for Promotion of Innovation, Rural Industry &amp; Entrepreneurship
(ASPIRE) is a scheme launched with an objective to set up a network of technology
centers, incubation centres to accelerate entrepreneurship and also to promote startups for innovation and entrepreneurship in rural and agriculture based industry.
 The planned outcomes of ASPIRE are setting up Technology Business Incubators
(TBI), Livelihood Business
 Incubators (LBI) and creation of a Fund of Funds for such initiatives with SIDBI.
 Scheme of Fund for Regeneration of Traditional Industries
 SFURTI is to organize the traditional industries and artisans into clusters to make
them competitive and provide support for their long term sustainability by way of
enhancing the marketability of products, improving the skills of artisans, making
provision for common facilities and strengthening the cluster governance systems.
Solar Charakha Mission
 It is technology revolution scheme in the cotton industry, under which Charkas
(Spinning wheel for making
 Khadi) are operated using solar energy.
 Charkhas spun by hand have a limit on production.
 Thus developing wheels with more spindles that can run on solar power will
increase the production.
 Government of India will disburse subsidy of Rs. 550 crore to the artisans.
 The aim is to grow khadi sales from Rs. 26,000 crores to 1 lakh crores.
Gharib Nawaz Skill Development Centre
 The centre was launched for providing short term job oriented skill development
course for youths belonging to minority communities.
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 It offers certificate course in Goods and Services Tax accounting/programming and
other related subjects.
HamariDharohar Scheme
 The scheme aimed preservation of rich heritage and culture of minority
communities of India.
MINISTRY OF NEW AND RENEWABLE ENERGY KUSUM
 KisanUrja Suraksha evamUtthaanMahabhiyan (KUSUM) is a farmer-oriented solar
power scheme that will allow setting up grid-connected solar plants in rural areas
and off-grid solar pumps.
 It involves decentralized solar power production of up to 28,250 Megawatt (Mw)
over five years.
 It aims at boosting farmers‘ income by allowing them to sell additional power to the
grid through solar plants.
 Under the scheme, the government plans to incentivise farmers to run solar farm
water pumps and use barren land for generating power for extra income up to Rs
60,000 per acre every year.
 It will also have provisions for solarization of tube wells and lift irrigation projects.
 It is implemented by Ministry of New and Renewable Energy.
 Various components of the Scheme
 Utilisation of barren land by farmers to generate 10,000 MW of solar energy and
sell it to grid.
 Providing incentives to DISCOMS to purchase the electricity producedSubsidy to
farmers for buying 17.5 lakh off grid solar farm pumps.
 Solarisation of grid-connected farm pumps involving 7,250 MW
capacitySolarisation of government departments; grid connected water pumps
involving 8250 MWcapacity
 The other benefits of the scheme includereduction in transmission losses, support
the financial health of discoms by cutting the burden of agricultural subsidy;
supporting states in meeting their Renewable Purchase Obligation (RPO) targets;
promotion of energy efficiency; and providing water security to farmers.
Surya Mitra Scheme
 The scheme is aimed at creating 50,000 trained solar photovoltaic technicians by
March 2020.
 The course is a 600 hours (i.e. 3 months) skill development program designed to
create skilled manpower in installation, commissioning, and Operation &amp;
Maintenance of solar power plants and equipment.
Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana
 The Scheme aims to provide last mile electrical connectivity to all rural and urban
households.
 It will provide subsidy on equipment like transformers, meters and wires.
 The government has set the target of providing 24X7 power for all by 2019.
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
Avataran
 Avataran is an umbrella program consists of 7 missions such as,
 Mission 25 Tonne - It aims to increase revenue by augmenting carrying capacity.
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 Mission Zero Accident - It comprises of two sub missions such as Elimination of
unmanned level crossings on broad Gauge in the next 3-4 years and Equipping
100% of the High Density Network with Train Collision
 Avoidance System (TCAS).
 Mission PACE (Procurement and Consumption Efficiency) - It aims to improve
procurement and consumption practices to improve the quality of goods and
services.
 Mission Raftaar - It targets doubling of average speeds of freights trains and
increasing the average speed of superfast mail/express trains by 25 kmph in the next
5 years. It will complement Mission 25 Tonne to increase throughput of the railway
system.
 Mission Hundred - Under this mission, at least a hundred sidings will be
commissioned in the next 2 years.
 Siding refers to low-speed track section / track branch distinct from a running line.
 Mission beyond book-keeping - It will establish an accounting system where
outcomes can be tracked to inputs.
 Mission Capacity Utilisation - It proposes to prepare a blueprint for making full use
of the huge new capacity that will be created through two Dedicated Freight
Corridors between Delhi-Mumbai and Delhi Kolkata scheduled to be commissioned by 2019.
MINISTRY OF ROAD TRANSPORT AND HIGHWAYS
Bharatmala
 It is an umbrella program that will subsume unfinished parts of National Highway
Development Program.
 It also focus on the new initiatives like development of Border and International
connectivity roads, Coastal port connectivity roads, National Corridors Efficiency
improvements, Economic corridors development and others.
 SetuBharatam
 It is a program for building bridges for safe and seamless travel on National
Highways.
 The aim is to make National Highways free of railway level crossings by 2019 by
building Railway Over
 Bridges/ Under Passes and old &amp;worn down bridges to be improved by
replacement/widening/strengthening.
Char Dham Highway Project
 The Char Dham highway development project is an initiative to improve
connectivity to the Char Dham
 pilgrimage centres in the Himalayas i.e Gangotri, Yamunotri, Kedarnath and
Badrinath.
 This objective is to provide 900 km highway roads with paved shoulders, provision
for landslide mitigation and other road safety measures, which will provide all
weather road connectivity for pilgrims and for movement of defence forces.
 Generally the Char Dham pilgrimage centre four pilgrimage sites in India i.e
Badrinath, Dwarka, Puri and
 Rameswaran but the Gangotri, Yamunotri, Kedarnath and Badrinath in Uttarkhand
state were known as Chota Char Dham.
DeenDayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushalya Yojana
 DDU-GKY is tasked with the dual objectives of adding diversity to the incomes of
rural poor families and cater to the career aspirations of rural youth.
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 It aims at transforming rural poor youth into an economically independent and
globally relevant workforce.
 It focused on rural youth between the ages of 15 and 35 years from poor families.
 Special initiatives under DDU-GKY  Himayat - A special scheme for the youth (rural &amp; urban) of Jammu &amp;
Kashmir.
 Roshni - A special initiative for the rural youth of poor families in 27 Left-wing
Extremist (LWE) districts across 9 states.
Kaushal Panjee
 Kaushal Panjee‘ (Skill Register) is a mobilisation platform for skill development.
 The skill register aims to be citizen centric end-to-end solution to aid mobilization
of candidates for
 DeenDayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushalya Yojana (DDU-GKY) and Rural Self
Employment Training Institutes (RSETI).
National Rurban Mission
 NRuM is also called as Shyama Prasad MukharjeeRurban mission and aimed at
strengthening rural areas by
 provisioning of economic, social and physical infrastructure facilities
 The objective is to stimulate local economic development, enhance basic services,
and create well planned
 Rurban clusters i.e Smart Villages.
 Smart village is an area which possesses the economic characteristics and lifestyles
of an urban area while retaining its essential rural area features.
 It follows cluster based approach and the State Governments would identify
geographically contiguous
 Gram Panchayats with a population of about 25000 to 50000 in plain and coastal
areas and a population of 5000 to 15000 in desert, hilly or tribal areas.
 These clusters would be developed by provisioning of economic activities,
developing skills &amp; local entrepreneurship and providing infrastructure
amenities.
 It provides Skill development training, Digital literacy, mobile health unit,
electronic delivery of citizen centric services, e-gram connectivity, public transport,
inter village road connectivity etc.
 The funding will be through various schemes of the government through public private partnerships.
 Inaddition to it, there will be critical gap funding of 30% of project cost as central
Government share for clusters.
MahilaKisanSashkitikaranPariyojna
 MKSP is a sub component of the National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM).
 It strives to improve the present status of women in Agriculture and to enhance
opportunities for her empowerment.
 The primary objective is to empower women in agriculture by strengthening
community institutions of poor women farmers and leverage their strength to
promote sustainable agriculture.
 Specific objectives of the scheme are,
 Sustainble livelihood opportunities for women
 Enhance participation of women in a productive manner
 Enhance managerial capacities for better management of biodiversity
 Improve skills and capabilities to support farm and non-farm based activities
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 It focuses on promotion of sustainable agriculture practices such as Community
Managed Sustainable.
 Agriculture (CMSA), Non Pesticide Management (NPM), Zero Budget Natural
Farming (ZBNF), Pashu-Sakhi model for doorstep animal care services, Sustainable
regeneration and harvesting of Non-Timber Forest Produce.
 Community Resource Persons (CRPs) play a proactive role in scaling up these
initiatives.
Devasthal Optical Telescope
 It is India‘s largest ground-based optical telescope.
 The telescope is the product of an Indo-Belgian collaborative effort.
 It is going to be operated by the Aryabhatta Research Institute of Observational
Sciences (ARIES), an autonomous research body under the Department of Science
and Technology.
 It will also be Asia‘s largest ground-based optical telescope, succeeding the
VainuBappu Observatory in Kavalur, Tamil Nadu.
Surya Jyoti
 It is the Low Cost and Environment-friendly solar lighting device.
 It is a Photovoltaic integrated Micro Solar Dome, a simple innovative technology
developed to meet the lighting need for people who do not have access to reliable
supply of electricity.
 The dome will capture day light and concentrate the same inside a dark room in
urban slum or rural areas.
 SANKALP and STRIVE
 Skills Acquisition and Knowledge Awareness for Livelihood Promotion
(SANKALP) aimed at providing market relevant training to youths across the
country.
 Skill Strengthening for Industrial Value Enhancement (STRIVE) aimed at
improving the quality and the market relevance of vocational training provided in
ITIs.
 Both Schemes are under the Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
and supported by World
 Bank loan assistance.
 The two schemes will help in setting up national body for vocational education –
Vocational Education and
 Training (VET).
 VET shall regulate accreditation and certification in both long and short term
thereby bringing about uniformity in vocational training.
 SANKALP is a centrally sponsored scheme and STRIVE is a central sector scheme.
Inter Caste Marriage Scheme
 Dr Ambedkar scheme for social Integration through inter caste marriage‖ was with
an objective to provide monetary incentive to at least 500 such inter-caste couples
per year.
 As per rules, such couples are eligible to get a one-time incentive of Rs 2.5 lakh
from the Centre.
 This is to enable them to settle down in the initial phase of their married life.
 The other pre-conditions were that it should be their first marriage, and it should be
registered under the
 Hindu Marriages Act, with the proposal being submitted within a year of marriage.
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 The target for each state is fixed in proportion to its share of Scheduled Caste
population, though states are allow to exceed their targets.
 It has also made it mandatory for the couples to submit their Aadhaar numbers and
details of their Aadhaar - linked joint bank account.
MINISTRY OF TOURISM
Swadesh Darshan
 The Swadesh Darshan Scheme is a central Sector Scheme was for integrated
development of theme-based tourist circuits in the country.
 It is to develop theme-based tourist circuits on the principles of high tourist value,
competitiveness and sustainability in an integrated manner to enrich tourist
experience and enhance employment opportunities.
 Under the scheme, thirteen thematic circuits have been identified, for development North-East India Circuit,
 Buddhist Circuit, Himalayan Circuit, Coastal Circuit, Krishna Circuit, Desert
Circuit, Tribal Circuit, Eco
 Circuit, Wildlife Circuit, Rural Circuit, Spiritual Circuit, Ramayana Circuit and
Heritage Circuit.
 Pilgrimage Rejuvenation and Spiritual Augmentation Drive
 It is to identify and develop pilgrimage tourist destination on the principles of high
tourist visits, competetiveness and sustainability in an integrated manner to enrich
tourist experience and enhance employment opportunities.
 Under the PRASAD scheme thirteen sites have been identified for development,
namely: Amritsar, Ajmer,
 Dwaraka, Mathura, Varanasi, Gaya, Puri, Amaravati, Kanchipuram, Vellankanni,
Kedarnath, Kamakhya and Patna.
 Under the ‗PRASAD‘ scheme the focus is on development and beautification of the
identified pilgrimage destinations.
Atal Bhoojal Yojana
 Atal Bhoojal Yojana is aimed at efficient management of available water resources.
 The emphasis of the scheme will be on recharge of ground water sources and
revival of surface water bodies by involving people at the local level.
 It will focus on demand side management (how to meet requirements by minimum
use of water).
 The half of the fund will be supported by a World Bank loan of 3000 crore and the
rest will be funded by central government.
 It would initially be implemented with community participation in Gujarat,
Maharashtra, Haryana,
 Karnataka, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh.
Pradhan Mantri Matru Vandana Yojana
 Since 2005, JSY pays Rs.1,400 to poor women who deliver in a hospital, for the
first two deliveries.
 National Food Security Act (2013) mandated the payment of no less than Rs.6,000
to all pregnant women, irrespective of their income status.
 So the Ministry has formulated Indira Gandhi MatritvaSahyog Yojana.
 It was implemented using the platform of Integrated Child Development Services
(ICDS) Scheme and in selected 53 districts across the country.
 Pan-India Expansion of Indira Gandhi MatritvaSahyog Yojana is called Pradhan
Mantri Matru Vandana
 Yojana (PMMVY)/Maternity Benefit Programmee.
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 The Scheme provides cash incentives to pregnant and lactating women.
 for the wage loss so that the woman can take adequate rest before and after
delivery; to improve her health and nutrition during the period of pregnancy and
lactation; to breastfeed the child during the first six months of the birth, which is
very vital for the development of the child.
 All Pregnant Women and Lactating Mothers (PW&amp;LM), excluding those in
regular employment with the
 Government or PSUs or those who are in receipt of similar benefits under any law
for the time being are eligible.
 Pregnant Women and Lactating Mothers who are eligible will receive a cash benefit
of Rs.5,000/- in three instalment.
 The cash incentive is payable in three instalments for the first live birth, as
normally, the first pregnancy of
 a woman exposes her to new kind of challenges and stress factors.
Sukanya Samriddhi Yojana
 It is launched as a part of the BetiBachaoBetiPadhao; campaign.
 It is a small deposit scheme for girl child to motivate parents to open an account in
the name of a girl child and for her welfare to deposit maximum of their savings.
 The account can be opened at any time from the birth of a girl child till she attains
the age of 10 years in any post office or authorized branches of commercial banks.
 A minimum of Rs. 1000 and maximum of Rs. 1.5 lakh can be deposited during a
financial year and fetch an interest rate of 9.1 % and provide income tax rebate.
 The account will get matured in 21 years from the date of opening of account or
marriage of the girl child after attaining 18 years of age.
 Partial Withdrawal for girl child education can be done when she cleared 10th class
or turned 18 years.
UJJAWALA Scheme
 It is comprehensive Scheme for Prevention of Trafficking and Rescue,
Rehabilitation and Re-Integration of
 Victims of Trafficking for Commercial Sexual Exploitation.
 The Objectives of the Schemes  To prevent trafficking of women and children for commercial sexual exploitation
through social mobilization and involvement of local communities, awareness
generation programmes, etc.
 To facilitate rescue of victims from the place of their exploitation and place them in
safe custody.
 To provide rehabilitation services
 To facilitate reintegration of the victims into the family and society at large.
violence.
Khelo India
 It is a National Programme for Development of Sports, which aims to enable a
pathway from schools to
 Olympics.
 Earlier the initiative focussed on infrastructure development, it will ensure all-round
growth in its revamped form.
 Each athlete selected under the new scheme will get a scholarship of Rs. 5 lakh per
annum for eight years.
MINISTRY OF PANCHAYATI RAJ
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Sabki Yojana, Sabka Vikas
 During the campaign, structured Gram Sabha meetings will be held for preparing
Gram Panchayat
 Development Plan for the next financial year 2019-2020.
 It will involve people at the grassroots while preparing structured gram panchayat
development plans, along with a thorough audit of the works done in the last few
years.
 It covers 250,000 gram panchayats across the country.
 Under the campaign, the gram panchayats will have to publicly display all sources
of funds collected and their annual spending, along with future development
initiatives.
 Gram sabha meetings will be made mandatory where trained assistants related to all
29 sectors assigned to gram panchayats, according to the 11th schedule of the
constitution, will have to be present
NITI AAYOG
Aspirational Districts Programme
 The aim is to quickly and effectively transform some of India&#39;s most
underdeveloped districts.
 It will identify areas of immediate improvement, measure progress, and rank
districts.
 The broad ideas of the programme include -convergence of central and state
schemes collaboration of central, state level ‗Prabhari‘ (in-charge) officers and
district collectorscompetition among districts.
 The 115 districts were chosen by senior officials of the Union government in
consultation with State officials based on a composite Index.
 The parameters included are deprivation enumerated under Socio-Economic Caste
Census key health and education performance indicators state of basic infrastructure
 The baseline ranking is based on 49 indicators across 5 sectors - health and
nutrition, education, agriculture and water resources, financial inclusion and skill
development and basic infrastructure.
 A minimum of one district was chosen from every State.
Price deficiency Payment Scheme
 The NITI Aayog has recently released a three-year action agenda for the Centre
suggesting the &#39;Price
 Deficiency Payment&#39; (PDP) system.
 Under this, farmers will be compensated for the difference between the MSPs for
select crops and their actual market prices.
 For crops such as rice and wheat where MSP is effective now, the same will
continue.
 For other targeted crops, price deficiency payments system will be introduced.
 However, notably there may be a cap on the extent to which the Centre will bridge
the gap between MSP and market price.
 A farmer would have to register with the nearest APMC mandi and report the total
area sown, to avail this benefit.
 The subsidy would be paid via Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) into the farmer‘s
Aadhaar-linked bank account.
Atal Innovation Mission
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 AIM will be an Innovation Promotion Platform involving academics, entrepreneurs,
and researchers drawing upon national and international experiences to foster a
culture of innovation, R&amp;D in India.
 The platform will also promote a network of world-class innovation hubs and grand
challenges for India.
 Under this mission two major schemes were rolled out such as:
 Atal Tinkering Labs
 Atal Incubation Centres
Atal Tinkering Labs
 Niti Aayog brainchild Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) has selected additional 1,500
schools across the country to establish Atal Tinkering Labs (ATLs).
 ATLs are play workspaces fitted with state-of-the-art technologies like 3D printers,
robotics, sensor technology kits, Internet of things (IoT), miniaturised electronics.
 The labs are designed to spur the spark of creativity, and go beyond regular
curriculum and text book learning.
 AIM will enhance the coverage of ATLs to over 98 per cent smart cities and 93 per
cent districts.
 The addition of these schools will give a major boost to realise the vision of the
mission to cultivate one millionchildren in India as the innovators of tomorrow.
Baal Aadhar
 UIDAI has come up with a Blue coloured Aadhaar card for children aged below 5
years.
 It does not include child&#39;s biometric information.
 Photo ID cards issued by child&#39;s school, child&#39;s birth certificate and a
mobile number can be used for his/herAadhaar enrolment.
 The first mandatory biometric update is required at the age of 5 to include
child&#39;s biometric information likefingerprints and iris scan and the second
mandatory update at the age of 15.
Ministry of Coal
 UTTAM App has been launched for ensuring transparency and efficiency in coal
quality monitoring process.
 Scheme for Harnessing and Allocating Koyala Transparently in India (SHAKTI) for auction and allotment of coal linkages, will lead to affordable power and
transparency in allocation of coal.

Institutes
J a m mu & K a s h m i r
 Gulmarg is having Indian Institute of Skiing and Mountaineering
Himachal Pradesh
 Simla
 Indian Institute of Advance Studies, Himalayan Forest Research Institute
 Indian Institute of Advance Studies is located at Simla.
 Central Rabbit Research Institute is located at GadsaKulu
 Dr.Yashwantsingh Parmar University of Horticulture and Forestry is located at
Solan
 High Altitude Training Centre (HATC), Shillaroo (SAI)
 Himachal Snow Leopard Research Centre will be developed in the valley of
Himachal Pradesh
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Punjab
 Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose National Institute of Sports (NSNIS): Patiala (SAI)
 National Institute of Sports Coaching at Patiala
 Jalandhar
 Animal Health Institute, Sardar Swaran Singh National Institute of Renewable
Energy
 Mohali
 National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education & Research (NIPER)
 National Agriculture Food Biotechnology Institute (NABI)
Haryana
 National Dairy Research Centre is located at Karnal. Also Central Sheep research
and Central Wheat Research Centre is located at Karnal.
 Gurgaon
 Random Sample Poultry Performance Training Centre (RSPPTC),
IndianNationalDefenceUniversity
 National Institute of Food technology Entrepreneurship & Management (NIFTEM),
Kundli
 National Brain Research Centre (NBRC) – Manesar
UTTARAKHAND
















Lal Bahadur Shastri National Academy of Administration at Masoori
Nehru Institute of Mountaineering (NIM) is located at Uttarkashi.
Roorkee
India’s first engineering college (Thompson) and today IIT
National Institute of Hydrology (NIH)
Dehradun
Forest Research Institute, IndiraGandhiNationalForestAcademy, Forest Survey of
India, Wild Life Institute of India, Indian Institute of Petroleum, Indian Institute of
Remote Sensing
Wadia Institute of Himalyan Geology
RashtriyaIndianMilitaryCollege (RIMC), IndianMilitaryAcademy (IMA)
Arya Bhatta Research Institute of Observational Sciences is there at Nainital.
Defence Agricultural Research Laboratory(DARL) , Pithoragarh
National Institute for the Visually Handicapped Almora
G.B.Pant Institute of Himalayan Environment & Development (GBPIHED)
VivekanandaParvatiyaKrishiAnusandhanSansthan (VPKAS) (ICAR)
Advait Ashram established by Swami Vivekananda.

UTTAR PRADESH








Allahabad
Harishchandra Research Institute, Central organization of railway electrification
Centre of Social Forestry and Eco-rehabilitation, Indian Institute of Information
Technology (IIIT)
NationalAcademy of Sciences
Kanpur
National Sugar Research Institute
Artificial Limbs Manufacturing Corporation of India (ALIMCO)
NOIDA
National Institute of Training for Standardization (NITS), Part of BIS
Footware Design and Development Institute
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 National Institute for Entrepreneurship and small Business Development
(NIESBUD)
 V.V.Giri National Labour Institute, N.R.De Research Centre on Labour Information
(NRDRCLI)
 National Vocational Training Institute (NVTI) for woman
Lucknow.
 Central Institute of Medicinal and Aromatic Plants, IIM, Central Drug Research
Institute
 Birbal Sahni Institute of Palaeobotony, National Botanical Research Institute
 Industrial Toxicology Research Centre (ITRC)
Faridabad
 National Institute of Financial Management (NIFM), National Power Training
Institute
 National Institute of Animal Welfare (NIAW), Ballabhagarh, Faridabad
 Central Fertilizer Quality Control and Training Institute
 Directorate of Marketing and Inspection (DMI) (Agriculture)
 Railway’s Diesel Locomotive Works is located at Varansi
 National Institute of Animal Health, Baghpat
 Advanced Level Training Centre (ALTTC), (BSNL), Ghaziabad
 Indian Grain Storage Management and Research Institute (IGMRI), Hapur
 Central Institute of Hindi. Agra
 Indira Gandhi Rastriya Uran Academy (IGRUN) is located at Rae Bareilly
 CentralDetectiveTraining School’ at Gaziabad
 Central Processing Cell-TDS at Vaishali, Ghaziabad.
BIHAR
Patna
 National Inland Navigation Institute (NINI)
 K.P.Jaiswal Library
Jharkhand
Dhanbad
 Directorate General of Mines Safety, Centre of Mining Environment
 Public sector steel plant with Russian help is at Bokaro.
Ranchi
 National Institute of Foundry& Forge Technology, Institute of Forest Productivity
 Indian Institute of Legal Metrology, Central Institute of Psychiatry, Indian Institute
of Agricultural Bio-technology
 HQ of Uranium Corporation of India Ltd. (UCIL) is located a Jaduguda.
West Bengal
Kolkata
 India’s biggest: Museum-Indian, Library-National, Zoo-Alipore
 Kolkata - City of Palaces, Missionaries of Charity- Sister Nirmala, IIM, Positional
Astronomy Centre, Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Birla Planetarium, Saha
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Indian Botanical Survey, Zoological Survey of India,
Anthropological Survey of India,
 Institute of Animal Health and Veterinary Biological
 National Institute for Orthopedically Handicapped
 JadavpurUniversity, HinduCollege, PresidencyCollege, Indian Science Congress
Association
 Satyajit Ray Film & Television Institute(SRFTI), Chittaranjan National Cancer
Institute
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 Tea Board, HQ of DVC, Centre Glass and Ceramic Research Institute
 Central Staff Training and Research Institute, S.N.Bose National Centre for Basic
Sciences
 Central Inland Water Transport Corporation (CIWTC) HQ
 Maulana Abul Kalam Institute of Asian Studies
 Indian Association for Cultivation of Sciences, Ramkrishna Mission Institute of
Culture
 Barakpore - Central Jute Research Institute
 Himalayan Mountaineering Institute (HMI) – Darjiling
 Kharagpur: First IIT in the country (1956),
 VishwabhartiUniversity (Chancellor is PM himself) – Bolpore
 Durgapur Steel Factory (U.K.), Eashapore Rifles, Chittaranjan Locomotive
 HaldiaPort – MajorPort, oil refinery by IOC
 Autonomus research centre on cryptology at Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata.
S i k ki m
 Namgyal Institute of Tibetology – Gangtok
Nagaland
 Central Institute of Horticulture
Manipur
 Imphal
 Institute of Bio-resources and Sustainable Development
 JawaharlalNehruManipuriDanceAcademy
Mizoram
 Counter Insurgency and JungleWarfareSchool (CIJWS) - Variengte
Assam







Oil refinery of IOC at Guwahati &Digboi
Rain Forest Research Institute, Jorhat
Guwahati
North Eastern Development Finance Corporation Ltd. (NEDF) started in 1995, IIT
Indian Institute of Entrepreneurship (IIE)
Plastic’s Recycling Waste Management Centre (PWMC)

Meghalaya
 North Eastern Power Corporation (NEEPCO) has its corporate office at Shillong
(IIM)
 IIM, Eastern HQ of Airforce
 ICAR Research Complex for North-Eastern Hills Regions, Umiam
TamilNadu
Chennai
 Intellectual Property Appellate Board (IPAB)
 National Maritime Academy, IIT, OfficersTrainingAcademy (OTA)
 National Instructional Media Institute (NIMI)
 National Institute for Empowerment of Persons with Multiple Disabilities
 National Resource Centre in Free & Open Source (NRCFOSS) (CDAC)
 Institution of Mathematical Sciences Integral Coach Factory – Perambur
 Rajiv Gandhi National Institute of Youth Development – Sriperumbudur
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 Indira Gandhi Civil Centre for Atomic Research – Kalpakkam
 Indian Institute of Crop Processing Technology - Thanjavur
 Heavy Vehicle Factory, Ordnance Clothing Factory, Combat Vehicle Research and
Development Establishment – Avadi
Small Arms Factory
– Trichi
 DefenceServicesStaffCollege (DSSC), Wellington
 Coimbatur
 Central Sugarcane Production and Research Centre
 Salim Ali Centre for Ornithology and Natural History (SACON)
 Institute of Forest Genetics and Tree Breeding
 Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel Institute of Textile Management.
 ISRO’s Liquid Propulsion Systems Centre (LPSC) at Mahendragiri (TN), at the
same place High Altitude Test Facility (HAT) is located.
Karnataka
Bangluru
Public Sector Enterprises
Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL)
Bharat Electronics Limited
Bharat Earth Movers
Limited
Indian Telephone Industries
Wheel and Axle Plant
 National Institute of Mental Health and Neuro Sciences (NIMHANS)
 Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced and Scientific Research
 NationalLawSchool of IndianUniversity (NLSUI)
 Raman Research Institute, IndianAcademy of Sciences
 Indian Institute of Management (IIM)
 Coffee Board, Central Silk Board, Central Silk Technological Research Institute
 Institute of Wood Science, Indian Plywood Industries Research and Training
Institute
 Central Power Research Institute, Indian Institute of Horticulture Research
 Center for Ecological Sciences, Foundation for the Revitalization of Local Health
Tradition
 National Tuberculosis Institute, Indian Institute of Astrophysics
 Institute for Social and Economic Change
 The Central Institute of Coastal Engineering for Fisheries
 Central Institute of Medicinal and Aromatic Plants
 National Institute of Animal Nutrition and Physiology
 National Centre for Biological Sciences (TIFR)
 National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC)
 Indian Air Force’s Institute of Aviation Medicine
 Aircraft Systems and Testing Establishment, Defense Institute of Quality Assurance
 In India, enrichment of uranium is done at the Rare Materials Plant, Ratnahalli, near
Mysore.
 Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO)
 Indian Deep Space Network facility, Byalalu, near Bangluru
 Indian Institute of Science (IIS), Centre for Liquid Crystal Research
 Several key units of the DRDO are located in Bangalore
1) Aeronautical Development Agency (which develops LCA Tejas)
2) Electronics and Radar Development Establishment
3) Centre for Artificial Intelligence and Robotics
4) Centre for Airborne Systems
5) Defense Bio-Engineering and Electrical Laboratory
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6) Centre for Military Airworthiness and Certification
7) Defense Avionics Research Establishment
8) Gas Turbine Research Establishment
Mysore
 Central Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL), Defence Food Research Laboratory,
 National Institute of Engineering (NIE)
 Master Control Facility – Hasan
 The Central Frozen Semen Production and Training Institute, Hessarghatta
Kerala
Triuvanantpuram
LakshamibaiNationalCollege of Physical Education
Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC), Energy Research Centre
Sree Chitra Tirumal Institute for Medical Sciences and Technology
IIM – Kozikod Rubber Board, Kottayam
The TropicalBotanic Garden and Research Institute
Kochi
 Spices Board, Coconut Development Board, Centre for Marine Living Resources
and Ecology (CMLRE)
 Central Institute of Fisheries, Nauticals and Engineering Training
 Central Spice Crops Research Centre – Kasargod






Andhra Pradesh
Hyderabad
 Central Institute for Rural Electrification
 Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology
 Centre for DNA Fingerprinting and Diagnostics (CDFD), Survey Training Institute
 Defence Research and Development Organization (DRDO)
 Institute of Public Enterprises, National Institute for Smart Government (NISG)
 National Institute of Nutrition
 SadarPatelNationalPoliceAcademy (SPNPA)
 The Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages (CIEFL)
 National Geographic Research Institute, Indian Tsunami Warning Centre
 IndianNationalOcean Information Service (INCOIS)
 Bharat Dynamics Limited, IndianSchool of Business
 Ultra High Voltage Research Laboratory
 Nuclear Fuel Complex- Heavy Water Board (NFC-HWB)
 International Advanced Research Centre for Powder Metallurgy and New Materials
 National Institute for Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (NIMSME)
 National Academy of Telecom Finance and Management (NATFM) (BSNL)
 NationalAcademy of Construction
 International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (Icrisat)
Secunderabad
 National Institute for Mentally Handicapped, College of Defence Management
(CDM)
 Visakhapatnam
 HQ of Dredging Corporation of India (DCI), Eastern Navel Command
 Tobacco Board, Guntur, Rashtriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, Tirupati
 Central Tobacco Research Centre – Rajmahendri
 Central Jawar Research Centre - Rajendranagar
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Goa
Panjim
 National Centre for Antarctica and Ocean Research
 National Institute of Water Sports (NIWS)
Maharashtra
Mumbai
 National Film Development Corporation, (NFDC) HO
 Indira Gandhi Institute of Development Research
 International Institute of Population Science, National Institute of Reproductive
Health
 All India Institute of Local Self Government, Bombay Natural History Society
 Ali Yavar Jung National Institute for the Hearing Handicapped
 Western Command of Navy, Special Employment Exchange for the Physically
Handicapped
 Institute of Naval Medicine – INS Ashwini
 Asian Heart Institute
 Special Employment Exchange for the Physically Handicapped (SEEPH)
 LBS College of Advance Maritime Studies & Research, Maritime Training Institute
(MTI)
 Hafkin Institute, National Diamonds Research Centre
 IIT, SNDT, BCCI, BARC, HQ of BCCI
 Occupational Health and Safety Centre (OHSC), Central Labour Institute (CLI)
 National Board for Higher Mathematics (NBHM), Board of Research in Nuclear
Sciences (BRNS)
 Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Tate Institute of Fundamental Research
 National Centre for Performing Arts, HQ – Western and Central Railway
 Advanced Centre for Treatment, Research and Education in Cancer (ACTREC),
Navi Mumbai
 Electron Beam Centre (EBC), Navi Mumbai
 Folded Tandem Ion Accelerator (FOTIA), Trombay
 Pune
 Film and Television Institute of India (FTII)
 National Films Archives
 Institute of National Integration, Central Road Transport Institute
 National Research for Onion and Garlic (Rajgurunagar), National Research Centre
for Grapes
 Central Potato Institute, Central Honeybee Research Centre
 Indian Institute of Tropical Metrology (IITM) – Simla House
 National Police Research Centre
 Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (C-DAC)
 College of Military Engineering, National Institute of Bank Management
 Army Sports Institute, Army Institute of Physical Training
 Inter University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics
 Armed ForcesMedicalCollege, Indian Viral Research Institute, Disease
Investigation Laboratory
 National Chemical Laboratory (NCL), Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,
Agarkar Research Institute
 GhokhleSchool of Economics and Politics, National Aids Research Institute
(NARI)
 NationalDefenceAcademy (NDA), Defence Institute of Advance Technology
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 Central Water and Power Research Station, National Centre for Radio Astrophysics
(TIFR)
 The High Energy Materials Research Laboratory (HEMRL)
 National Centre for Cell Science
 Agharkar Research Institute (for Biological Sciences)
 Nagpur
 Central Board for Worker’s Education
Institute of Direct and
Indirect Taxes
 National Civil DefenceCollege, NationalFireServiceCollege
 National Bureau of soil survey and use planning, Indian Bureau of Mines
 Western Coal Limited, Thermal Research Centre (Koradi)
 National Cargo Hub, Indian Orange Research Centre
 Central Cotton Research Centre, HQ of Air Transport Wing
 National Environmental Engineering Research Institute (NEERI)
 National Institute of Intellectual Property Management (NIIPM)
 Nashik
 School of Artillery, Security Press of India
 Gondia – Rajiv Gandhi National Aviation Training Centre
 Chandrapur – CentralForestRangersCollege
 Vardha – HQ of RashtrabhashaPrachar Samiti, Mahatma Gandhi Antarrashtriya
Hindi Vishwavidyalaya
 Sangali – Wine Institute
 Ahmadnagar - The Vehicles Research & Development Establishment (VRDE),
National Centre for Automotive Testing (NCAT)
Gujarat
 Indian Institute of Plasma Research (IIPR)- Gandhinagar
 Central Salt and Marine Chemical Research Institute – Bhavnagar
 National Dairy Development Board, Indian Rural Management Institute (IRMA),
International Water Management Institute – Anand
 National Centre for Marine Biodiversity (NCMB) at Jamnagar
 Ahamadabad
 IIM, Physical Research Laboratory, Centre for Environmental Education
 Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDII)
 National Innovation Foundation
 Railway Staff College – Baroda
Madhya Predesh
Bhopal
 Bharat Bhavan, Indira Gandhi Museum of Tribes, Indian Institute of Forest
Management, Indian Soil Science Institute, High Security Animal Disease
Laboratory, Short Circuit Testing Facility
 National Judicial Academy
Gwalior
 BSFAcademy, CentralSchool of Motor Transport, National Training Centre for
Dogs
 Defence Research & Development Establishment (DRDE)
 Indian Institute of Information Technology and Management (IIITM)
 Indian Institute of Tourism and Travel Management
 Lakshmibai National Institute of Physical Education
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Indore
 CentralSchool for Weapons and Tactics, IIM, Indian Institute of Pulses Research,
Central Soya bean Research Centre, CAT
 Jabalpur
 College of Material Management, Central Ordinance Depot
 Indian Institute of Information Technology Design and Manufacturing (IIITDM)
 Tropical Forestry Research Institute
 Bharat RatnaBhim Rao Ambedkar Institute of Telecom Training (BRBRAITT),
(BSNL)
 Security Paper Mill – Hoshangabad Bank Note Press – Devas
 Newsprint Factory – Nepanagar
 Maharshi SandipaniRashtriya Veda Vidya Prathisthan, Ujjain
 Institute of Forestry Research and Human Resources Development, Chhindwara
 University of Buddhist and Indic Studies at Sanchi.
C h h a t ti s g a r h
National Institute of Biotic Stress Management, Raipur
O r ri s a






Cuttak
Central Rice Research Institute
National Institute of Rehabilitation Training and Research
Bhuvaneshwar
Institute of Physics, Institute of Life Sciences

Rajasthan
Jodhpur
 Arid Forest Research Institute, Locust Warning Organization
 National Institute of Agricultural Marketing, Jaipur
 National Research Centre of Rapeseed, Mustard – Bharatpur
 Alternative dispute resolution centre opened at Dausa
Delhi


















International Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology (ICGEB)
NationalAcademy of Medical Sciences (NAMS)
The Indian Council of Social Science Research (ICSSR)
Indian Council of Historical Research (ICHR)
Indian Institute of Immunology, DelhiSchool of Economics
Indian Institute of Public Administration (IIPA)
National Institute of Public Cooperation and Child Development (NIPCCD)
Institute for the Physically Handicapped
IIT, AIIMS, IGNOU, Jamia Milia, Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan
Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri Rashtriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha
Army Research and ReferralHospital, Central Translation Bureau
NationalDanceAcademy, ModernArtGallery, Ravindra Rangshala, NationalSchool
of Drama (NSD)
Asian Theatre Institute, Kathak Kendra, Centre for Cultural Resources and Training
(CCRT)
Defence Institute of Physiology & Allied Sciences (DIPAS),
Institute of Nuclear Medicine& Allied Sciences (INMAS)
Mountain Meteorology Centre, IndianNationalScienceAcademy
SolidState Physics Laboratory (SSPL)
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National Accrediation Board for Testing and Calibration Lab.
National Load Dispatch Centre (Part of Powergrid)
National Seismological Data Base Centre (NSDC)
National Institute for Plant Genome Research (NIPGR)
Small Farmers Agri Business Consortium (SFAC)
Technology Information Forecasting and Assessment Council (TIFAC)
Vigyan Prasar, IndianNationalAcademy of Engineering
Centre for Environmental Management of Degraded Ecosystems
The National Museum Institute of History of Arts Conservation and Muselogy
Central Road Research Institute (CRRI)
Central Statistical Organization (CSO)
Central Ground Water Board, Central Soil & Materials Research Station (CSMRS)
Land Ports Authority of India-Headquarters in New Delhi
India’s first Food Bank was launched in New Delhi as a part of India Food Banking
Network (IFBN)

Chandigarh
 Terminal Ballistics Research Laboratory (TBRL)
 Institute for Microbial Technology (IMTECH)
Andaman & Nicobar
 Central Agriculture Research Institute (CARI), Port Blair (ICAR)
 National Coral Reef Research Centre, Port Blair
Practice questions
1) Consider following statements about &#39;National mission on GeM’ (govt. E
marketplace)
(1) It has been launched by ministry of commerce and industry
(2) Focus of mission is to have transparency inclusiveness and efficiency in buying
process
Select correct option from following
a) Only 1
b) b) Only 2
c) c) Both
d) d) Neither 1 nor
1) Consider following statements about 'e pashudhan hath scheme'
1) A portal has been launched to connect farmers and breeders of indigenous
bovine breed
2) Launched under National mission on bovine productivity
3) It will provide, certified picture of animals, its parent’s information, breeding,
volume of milk given by bovine animal information.
Select Incorrect statements
a) Only 1
b) 1 and 3 only
c) Only 2
d) None of the above
2) Choose correct statement about 'Concessional financing scheme ‘
a) It's an affirmative scheme to boost credit flow towards weaker sections
b) Its a scheme under which RBI finances government of India to cover its fiscal
deficits
c) It's a scheme under which government of India helps Indian entities to bid
for strategically important overseas projects
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d) None of the above
3) Consider following statements about 'financial inclusion index’
1) It will be single snapshot index to give idea about inclusivity of economy
2) It has been developed by NITI ayog
3) It will measure access usage and quality of financial services
a) 1 and 2
b)1 and 3
c) All of the above
d) Only 2 and 3
4) Regarding recently launched 'Jan dhandarshak’ mobile app by government
which of the following is/are true
1) It has been launched by ministry of electronic and communication
2) This app will help in using jandhan account seamlessly
3) It will guide common people to locate financial service touch points (banks /
post office/ CSC. etc)
a) 2 only
b) 1 and 2
c) 3 only
d) All of the above
5) Which of the following statements are correct regarding 'National digital
communication policy 2018’
1) It aims at enhancing contribution of digital communication sector to 8% of
GDP from 6% in 2017
2) Creating 4 million additional jobs in digital communication sector
3) Focus will be on ensuring digital sovereignty
a) Only 1
b) 1 and 2
c) 1 and 3
d) All of the above
6) India building a 750 megawatts hydropower project 'Mangdecchu’ in which
of the following country
a) Nepal
b) Afghanistan
c) Bhutan
d) Bangladesh
7) Gilets jaunes ( yellow vest) movement recently seen in news is
a) Protest against srilankan president for going against Democratic spirit
b) Movement in Middle East for removing sanctions on Qatar
c) Protest against French government for raising prices of essential
commodities
d) Movement in Saudi Arabia against killing of journalist
8) Consider following statements about 'global carbon project’
1) It was established in 2001
2) It was established to help international community to have a mutually agreed
data base about carbon emissions
3) According to its latest report Indian is third largest emitter of carbon in 2018
Which of the above is/are true
a) Only one
b) One and two
c) Two and three
d) All of the above
9) Consider following statements about 'India water impact summit-2018’
1) It is being organized by National mission on clean Ganga (NMCG) and
centre for ganga river basin management and studies
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2) It's an annual event where stakeholders discuss problems related to water in
country
3) This summit introduced Ganga financing forum
Which of the above is/are correct
a) Only 1
b) Only 3
c) Only 2 and 3
d) All of the above
10) Kandhamalhaldi(turmeric) has excellent healing properties and is all set to
get a GI tag. It belongs to which state?
a) Andhra Pradesh
b) Telangana
c) Odisha
d) Kerala
11) Which of the following country will not be part of organization of oil
producing countries OPEC from January 2019?
a) Kuwait
b) Qatar
c) Yemen
d) Iran
12) Banasura dam is located in which state
a) Odisha
b) Kerala
c) Karnataka
d) Uttarakhand
13) Inclusive wealth report is published by
a) UN Environment
b) International labour organization
c) Oxfam international
d) World bank
14) Consider following statements about 'Swastha Bharat Yatra' national
campaign
1. It was launched on the world food day (16th October)
2. Its main objective is to sensitize people about eating safe food and be healthy
3. Campaign is led by FSSAI
a) Which of the above is/are correct1 only
b) 1 and 3
c) 2 and 3
d) d)all of the above ?
15) Recently India inaugurated its newly constructed 'bogibeel bridge',
consider some statements about it
1) It is India's longest bridge
2) It will connect east Assam and Arunachal Pradesh
3) It is double Deck Bridge with two line railway track on the lower deck and
three lane roads on the upper deck.
Find the correct statements
a) 1 and 2
b) 1 and 3
c) 2 and 3
d) all of the above
16) RBI appointed 'Y M Deosthali' task force is related to,
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a) Assessment of NPA's in Public sector bank
b) To take review of Prompt corrective Action Framework (PCA)
c) Tolook into Public credit registry (PCR)
d) To suggest rules of procedure for appointing RBI Governor
17) Consider following statements about 'SDG India index'
1) It has been released by NITI aayog in collaboration with ministry of
environment, global green growth institute and UN India
2) It tracks progress of states in India and UT's on 62 priority indicators based
on each aggregate performance across 14 SDGs. selected by NITI Aayog
3) Among the UT's Puducherry is front runner.
Select incorrect statement/s
a) 1 only
b) 1 and 3
c) 2 and 3
d) none of the above
18) Take It mainly focuses on employment generation in Nonfarm sector.
1. The khadi and village industries commission (KVIC) is the nodal agency for
programmed.
a) Only 1
b) 1 and 2
c) 2 and 3
d) All of the above.
19) 'Annual status of education report' is published by
a) Ministry of Human resource and development (HRD)
b) NGO Pratham
c) Ministry of woman and child development
d) NITI Aayog
20) Consider statements about recently published 'draft child protection
policy'
1. This policy will replace National child policy of 2013
2. It will be applicable to all government institutions and private sector as well
including corporate and media houses
3. As per the policy all organizations must have code of conduct based on zero
tolerance of child abuse and exploitation.
Which of the above are Incorrect?
a) Only 1
b) 1 and 2
c) 2 and 3
d) None of the above
21) Global gender gap report is published by
a) International Labour Organisation
b) World Bank
c) World Economic Forum
d) UNICEF
22) Krushak Assistance for Livelihood and Income Augmentation (KALIA)
scheme has been launch by which state?
a) Rajasthan
b) Madhyapradesh
c) Odisha
d) Telangana
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